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Abstract

This package which is intendent to provide help to hyphenations words for serbian language in cyrillic scripts for half-compound and same special casses.

1 Introduction

Moder serbian gramatical rules say: »If you need to disassemble half of the compound in the place where they were joined by a hyphen, a dash is placed at the end of the first line and the beginning of the next line.«

According to the rules I’ve created a package that I called \texttt{sr-half-compound}, which contain a macro, who produce dash in both line in serbian halfcompound. This package is activate by typing \texttt{\usepackage{sr-half-compound}} in preamble after the \texttt{babel} package and request package \texttt{space}. The package work in cp1251 input enconding.

So, that’s all folks [...] have a nice \TeX-ing! [...] width \{...\} \LaTeX.